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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an algorithm for effi-
cient reachability analysis of Variable Driven Timed Automata
(VDTA). VDTA is a new timed behavioural model for data-flow
reactive systems in which inputs and outputs are modelled by
variables. Such an approach is commonly used in the indus-
try. Reachability analysis is often the basis of model-checking,
test generation (especially Test Purpose approach), or control
algorithms. For example, a model-based testing framework with
VDTA derives test cases by performing a region-based reachabil-
ity analysis. Thus, an efficient analysis is needed. We propose an
algorithm based on the zone abstraction. The algorithm not only
checks the reachability, but it also computes timed sequences of
input updates required to reach a target. In practice, it is more
efficient than region based one.

Keywords-reachability analysis, zone, timed systems, data-flow,
urgent edges.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the context of reliable systems design, formal methods
provide a rigorous framework for modelling and reasoning
about the systems. Formal reasoning includes methods for test-
ing [15], model-checking [9], supervising [14], etc., the sys-
tems, which are commonly and efficiently modelled in a state-
transition/automata formalism in which systems behaviours are
represented by sequences of (constrained/guarded) transitions
between states. Reachability analysis amounts to checking
whether a target state is reachable from an initial one. A target
state may represent a failure of the system that may cause
considerable damages. Reachability analysis is often involved
in many validation methods. For example, the generation of
test cases with test purposes usually consists in analysing the
reachability of certain states and to compute the sequence of
actions permitting to reach them. The paper presents a new
efficient algorithm for the reachability analysis of Variable
Driven Timed Automata [12].

A. Variable Driven Timed Automata (VDTA)

VDTA [12] is a new timed model adapted for modelling and
reasoning about data-flow reactive systems in which input and
output are rather modelled by variables. A VDTA model-based
testing framework has been developed in [11], [13].

A VDTA is a guarded edge (transition) system in which
every edge is labelled with an update of output variables and
a constraint on input, output and clock variables. VDTA is
inspired by urgent timed input/ouput automata [2], [3]. VDTA

implements three main mechanisms. The first mechanism,
which is not new, implemented in VDTA is urgent edges. As
with urgent timed automata [3], edges in VDTA are urgent
meaning that they are fired as soon as their constraints become
true. Only output variable updates are performed on edges
firings. It is well-known [3] that urgency mechanism may
allow short and clear specification. Secondly, VDTA imple-
ments the variable based communication mechanism. This
supposes that systems communicate with their environment
through input and output variables or sockets. This is closer
to how engineers think and how open systems are specified.
The VDTA model assumes that the environment freely updates
the input variables and only the systems can update the output
variables according to their states and timing information given
by clock variables. VDTA allows to specify explicitly the
events to the environment only. Unlike [2], [3], [8], the events
from the environment are not explicitly specified. Thirdly,
VDTA is a variable driven model. Edges firings in VDTA
do not depend on occurences of synchronizing actions but
rather on the truth value of constraints only. The values
of the variables are persistent and they last until they are
updated. Consequently, a single input variable change can
trigger instantaneously a chain of consecutive edges in VDTA.
This is not the case with event-based formalisms like [3], [8]
where each edge firing is provoked by an occurrence of a (non
persistent) synchronising action.

The VDTA-based testing method [11], [13] is based on
test purposes. Test purposes are VDTA with special states
labelled with ACCEPT; they allow to guide the test selection.
Roughly speaking, the method consists of two main steps: (1)
a test graph is constructed from the specification and a test
purpose and then (2) the reachability of the states labelled with
ACCEPT is checked. A VDTA reachability analysis algorithm
is proposed in [11]. This algorithm is inspired by a seminal
reachability algorithm for timed automata [2]. It uses the
symbolic region [2] representation of the time, which allows
elegant reasoning on timed systems. Since it is a precise
discrete representation of clock valuations, it allows to abstract
a timed model into a discrete model making thus easier
the analysis of urgent edge and unspecified input updates in
VDTA. In the backside, region abstraction is expensive. As for
the analysis of timed automata [4], [7], we wondered how the
symbolic zone abstraction could be used for the reachability
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analysis of VDTA. Roughly speaking, zones are larger abstrac-
tions of clock valuations: one zone can be decomposed into
an equivalent finite set of regions. Thus a single computation
over a zone may need many computations over the regions
it includes. Consequently, the region abstraction is in practice
less efficient than the zone abstraction [2], [6]. So, providing
an efficient zone-based analysis for VDTA will improve the
VDTA test generation algorithm [11], [13].

B. Contributions

We propose a backward zone-based reachability analysis
algorithm for VDTA. The general idea is presented in Algo-
rithm 1. Contrary to the forward one, it starts in the target
states P0 and iteratively visits predecessors of states until
a fixpoint is reached and no new states is computed. P0 is
reachable if the fixpoint include the initial state.

Algorithm 1 Principle of the Backward Analysis
P0 ← P
repeat
Pi+1 ← Pi ∪ Predecessor(Pi)

until Pi+1 equal to Pi

The predecessors of a state of a VDTA include its input
updates predecessors, output updates predecessors and time
predecessors. To ensure its termination, our algorithm rather
works on symbolic states. Input, output and clock values are
represented by zones in symbolic states. A similar method is
used for timed automata [2], [3], [5], [7]. But the zone-based
backward reachability analysis for VDTA could not be a
simple adaptation of the zone-based reachability of timed
automata. Besides, we found that the analysis of VDTA
has many common points with the analysis of timed game
automata (TGA) [6]. But TGA analysis algorithm cannot
work for VDTA. Nevertheless, as for the analysis of TGA
we consider a notion of safe time predecessor in order to
compute predecessors of symbolic states.

C. Outline

Section II presents the VDTA model and its semantics. In
Section III we define symbolic states and the computation of
their predecessors. At the end of the section we present the
reachability algorithm and we discuss about its termination.
Section IV concludes the paper giving future works with
VDTA.

II. VARIABLE DRIVEN TIMED AUTOMATA (VDTA)

Before we provide a formal definition for VDTA, we
consider the following specification of the control program
designed to start a “two buttons machine” [10]:
The machine starts when two buttons (L and R for left and
right buttons) are pushed within 1 time unit. If only one button
is pushed (then L or R is true) and a delay of greater than 1
time unit is performed (time-out has occurred), then the whole
process must be started again. After the machine has started

`0

`1

?L
R

;x
:=

0

`2

t ≤ 1;?LR

`3 `4

`5

`6

?LR; t := 0

?LR; t := 0

t ≤ 1;?LR;x := 0

t > 1; !timeout

x = 0; !S

?LR;x := 0

?LR;x := 0
?LR;x := 0

x = 0; !S

?LR

x = 0;!S

(a) TIOA model for the two buttons machine.

`0 `1 `2 `3

L = 0 ∧R = 0

L = 1 ∨R = 1
t := 0

L = 0 ∧R = 0 ∧ t ≤ 1

L = 1 ∧R = 1 ∧ t ≤ 1
s := 1

L = 0 ∨R = 0
s := 0

t > 1

(b) VDTA for the two buttons machine.

Fig. 1. Event-based Vs variable-Based Model

(S=1), it stops as soon as one button is released, and it can
start again only after both buttons have been released (L and
R are both false).

The VDTA in Figure 1(b) is clearer and shorter than the
Timed Input Output Automata (TIOA) in Figure 1(a). The
TIOA has 4 input events (LR, LR, LR, LR where L/ L
mean that the left button is pushed/released), 2 output events
(S, S) and 2 clocks (x, t) whereas the VDTA model has 2
boolean input variables(L and R), 1 boolean output variable
(S), and a unique real-valued clock variable (t). The TIOA
assumed that in every state the program may receive (denoted
by the symbol “?”) an event that corresponds to a combination
of values of L and R before leaving the state. More generally,
if there are n buttons (variables) all in domains of size m,
one may consider up to nm outgoing edges for each location.
This explosion can be reduced using a variable-based mod-
elling approach. The main idea is to hide the synchronisation
(between the environment and the system) that happens on
variable updates and to concentrate on the functional behaviour
of the system that depends on constraints. Even if there is
not an explicit edge from `0 to `2 in Figure 1(b), one can
move instantaneously (through `1) from `0 to `2 if L and R
are pressed simultaneously. Such a behaviour has required an
explicit edge from `0 to `2 in Figure 1(a).

However, the VDTA formalism would not have been advan-
tageous in situations where the behaviours depend on former
states of the buttons. This may occur when a rising edge of the
button needs to be captured and processed even if the button
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has been released again in the meantime; in such a situation,
we would probably need to keep the state “button was pressed”
and use a TIOA model.

Anyway, modelling input/output by variables is quite ordi-
nary for engineers. This allows short and clear specification
in some circumstances.

A. Model and Semantics of VDTA

Let N, Q+ and R+ denote the sets of natural, non-
negative rationals and real numbers, respectively. Let
V = {V1, · · · , Vn} be a set of variables; each variable Vi ∈ V
ranges over a (possibly infinite) domain Dom(Vi) in N, Q+ or
R+. We define Dom(V ) = Πi∈[1..n]Dom(Vi), the domain of
V . In the sequel, vi denotes a valuation of the variable Vi and
v the tuple of valuations of the set of variables V . A variable
assignment for V is a tuple Πi∈[1..n]({Vi}×(Dom(Vi)∪{⊥}))
and we denote by A(V ) the set of variable assignments for
V . Given a valuation v = (v1, · · · , vn) of V and a variable
assignment A ∈ A(V ), we define the tuple of valuations
v[A] as v[A](Vi) = c if (Vi, c) is an element of A and
c 6= ⊥, and v[A](Vi) = vi otherwise. Intuitively, an element
(Vi, c) of variable assignment A, requires to assign c to
the variable Vi if c is a constant from Dom(Vi); otherwise
c is equal to ⊥ and no access to the variable Vi should
be done. V ar(A) denotes the set of variables of V that
are updated by A. We denote IdV the identity variable
assignment that let unchanged all the variables of V . We
denote by G(V ) (resp.G+(V )) the set of variable constraints
defined as conjunction (resp. boolean combinations) of simple
constraints of the form Vi ./ c with Vi ∈ V , c ∈ Dom(Vi)
and ./∈ {<,≤,=,≥, >}. Given G ∈ G+(V ) and a valuation
v ∈ Dom(V ), we write v |= G when G(v) ≡ true and we
define [[G]] = {v ∈ Dom(V ) | v |= G}. For a subset I of
V , we denote GI the projection of G over the variables in
I . To ease the notation, if I , O, are two sets of different
sorts of variables, a constraint G in G+(I,O) is a boolean
combination of a constraint GI ∈ G+(I), and a constraint
GO ∈ G+(O). This generalises to an arbitrary number of sets
of variables.

Definition 1: A Variable Driven Timed Automaton (VDTA)
is a tuple A = 〈L,X, I,O, `0, G0,∆A〉, where L is a finite set
of locations, X is a finite set of clocks, I and O are disjoint
finite sets of input and output variables, `0 ∈ L is the initial
location, G0 ∈ G(I,O) is the initial condition with only one
solution, a constraint with variables in I ∪O and ∆A ⊆ L×
G(I,O,X)×A(O)× 2X × L is the set of edges.
In an edge 〈`,G,A,X , `′〉 ∈ ∆A (often written `

G,A,X−−−−→`′):
G ∈ G(I,O,X); A ∈ A(O) is an assignment on output
variables and X ∈ 2X is a set of clocks that are reset when
passing the edge. There is no explicit assignment on input
variables.

A state of a VDTA A is of the form (`, i, o, x) where ` ∈ L
is a location, i, o and x are valuations of input, output and
clock variables. A valuation is simply a function that returns

the values of the variables. For example, (`0, (0, 0), 1, 0.5)
is a state of the VDTA in Figure 1(b) where (0, 0) is the
valuation of the inputs L and R, S equals 1 and t equals 0.5.

If A ∈ A(I) is an assignment on input variables, the
valuation i[A] changes the value of input variables according
to the assignment. If x is clock valuation, X is a subset
of clocks, and δ ∈ R+ a delay, the valuation x + δ adds
δ to each clock value and the valuation x[X ← 0] resets
from x all clocks in X . For example, if i = (0, 0) and
A = {L := 1;R := 1} is an assignment over L and R then
i[A] is the valuation (1, 1).

Definition 2: The semantics of a VDTA A is a timed
transition system [[A]] = 〈SA, s0,Σ,→〉 where SA = L ×
Dom(I) × Dom(O) × RX+ is the (infinite) set of states,
s0 = (`0, i0, o0, x0) is the initial state where x0 is the clock
valuation that maps every clock to 0 and (i0, o0) is the only
solution of G0, Σ = A(I) ∪ A(O) ∪ R+ is the (infinite) set
of actions, and → is the transition relation with the following
three types of transitions:

T1 (`, i, o, x)
A−→ (`′, i, o[A], x[X ← 0]) if there exists

(`,G,A,X , `′) ∈ ∆A such that (i, o, x) |= G,
T2 (`, i, o, x)

A−→ (`, i[A], o, x) with A ∈ A(I) if
∀(`,G,A′,X , `′) ∈ ∆A, (i, o, x) 6|= G.

T3 (`, i, o, x)
δ−→(`, i, o, x+δ) with δ > 0 if for every δ′ < δ,

for every symbolic transition (`,G,X ′, `′) ∈ ∆A, we
have (i, o, x+ δ′) 6|= G.

The semantics considers discrete transitions (T1 and T2)
and continuous transitions (T3). Output-update transitions of
type T1 allow to update the output variables. Output-update
transitions correspond to edges passing. Edges are passed as
soon as their constraints are satisfied. Input-update transitions
of type T2 allow to update the input variables. Time-elapsing
transitions of type T3 represent the continuous elapse of time.

Definition 3: A stable state is a state from which no output-
update transition can be fired.

Note that input-updates and time-elapsing transitions are
allowed stable states only; they are not allowed in non stable
states. Input-update transitions allow to change the inputs.
They are fired by the environment. Considering Figure 1(b),
(`0, (1, 0), 0, 0) is not stable whereas (`0, (0, 0), 0, 0) is
stable. Consequently, the only transition from (`0, (1, 0), 0, 0),
(`0, (1, 0), 0, 0)

IdO−−→ (`1, (1, 0), 0, 0) corresponds to the
edge `0

L=1∨R=1;t:=0−−−−−−−−−−→ `1 (`0, (0, 0), 0, 0) whereas from
(`0, (0, 0), 0, 0) one can perform input-update transitions
or time-elapsing transitions like: (`0, (0, 0), 0, 0)

L=1−−−→
(`0, (1, 0), 0, 0), (`0, (0, 0), 0, 0)

0.3−−→ (`0, (0, 0), 0, 0.3) or
(`0, (0, 0), 0, 0)

0.7−−→(`0, (0, 0), 0, 0.7).

Definition 4: A run of A, r = s0a1s1 · · · ansn in
SA.(Σ.SA)∗ is a sequence of alternating states si ∈ SA and
actions ai ∈ Σ with Σ = A(I) ∪ A(O) ∪ R+ such that
∀i ≥ 0, si

ai+1−→ si+1.
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`0

`1 `2

`3

L = 1 ∧ 0 < t < 1
S := 0

L = 0 ∧ 1 < t < 2
S := 1

L = 0 ∧ 3 < t < 4
S := 1

Fig. 2. A VDTA

Here are two possible runs of the VDTA in Figure 1(b):
(`0, (0, 0), 0, 0)

L:=1−−−→ (`0, (1, 0), 0, 0)
IdO−−→ (`1, (1, 0), 0, 0)

0.3−−→
(l1, (1, 0), 0, 0.3) and (`0, (0, 0), 0, 0)

L:=1,R:=1−−−−−−−→ (`0, (1, 1), 0, 0)
IdO−−→(`1, (1, 1), 0, 0)

s:=1−−−→(`2, (1, 1), 1, 0).

B. Principle of Reachability Analysis

The reachability analysis amounts to checking whether
there exist a run that goes through a given target state. We
want that the VDTA reachability analysis algorithm returns
how and when to modify the inputs in order to reach the target
state eventually.

Let us consider the small running example VDTA in Fig-
ure 2 where L is the only boolean input variable, S is the
only boolean output variable and t is the only clock variable.
Now assume that one wants to check the reachability of the
location `3 whatever are the values of L, S and t in `3. We
want the reachability algorithm to return the verdict “yes” and
the following scenario:

1) From the initial state (`0, 0, 0, 0), keep the value of L
unchanged and let the time elapse until t equals 1.

2) When t equal 1, set L to 1; then let the time elapse.
3) set L to 0 after the value of t has passed 3 and before

it reaches 4.
But if one wants to check the reachability of `3 when S equals
0, the algorithm should return that the state is not reachable
since S equals 1 after the edge from `0 to `3 is taken.

Let Goal be a set of states of A we want to check
the reachability of. Algorithm 1 gives the principle of the
backward reachability analysis for A: it starts in Goal and
computes in each step the predecessors of already encountered
states. The algorithm stops when no new state is computed.

a) Predecessors: Let P ⊆ SA be a subset of states
of A. The computation of the set of predecessors of P
(denoted Pre(P )) involves the computation of its output-
update predecessors (Preo(P )), its input-update predecessors
(Prei(P )) and its time predecessors (Pret(P )).

The output-update predecessors of P , Preo(P ) is the
set of states from which a state in P can be reached just
after an output-update is performed; formally, Preo(P ) =

{(`, i, o, x) | ∃ A ∈ A(O) ∃ (`′, i′, o′, x′) ∈ P s.t (`, i, o, x)
A−→

(`′, i′, o′, x′)}. None of the states in Preo(P ) is stable.
Similarly, we define the input-update predecessors of P ,

Prei(P ) = {(`, i, o, x) | ∃A ∈ A(I), ∃ (`′, i′, o′, x′) ∈
P s.t (`, i, o, x)

A−→ (`′, i′, o′, x′)}. All the states in Prei(P )
are stable.

The time predecessors of P , Pret(P ) is the set of states
from which a state in P can be reached by letting the
time elapse. Formally, Pret(P ) = {(`, i, o, x) | ∃δ >

0, ∃ (`′, i′, o′, x′) ∈ P s.t (`, i, o, x)
δ−→(`′, i′, o′, x′)}. All the

states in Pret(P ) are stable.
Finally, Pre(P ) = Preo(P ) ∪ Prei(P ) ∪ Pret(P ).

For example, let us consider the VDTA in Figure 2. The
state (`0, 0, 0, 2.2) is a time predecessor of (`0, 0, 0, 2.8); but
(`0, 0, 0, 1.999) is not a time predecessor of (`0, 0, 0, 2.8) since
(`0, 0, 0, 1.999) is not stable and the transition to `2 is taken
prior to time elapsing. (`0, 0, 0, 1.999) is an output-update
predecessor of (`2, 0, 1, 1.999).

An execution of Algorithm 1, which computes predecessors
of states, may not terminate. This is because VDTA has
infinitely many states and each computation step may return
a new state. Thus, we consider symbolic representations
for states or shortly symbolic states; then we describe the
computation of predecessor (Preo, Prei, Pret and Pre) of
symbolic states. Later, we show that the number of symbolic
states encountered during the execution of the algorithm is
finite. This will ensure its termination.

b) Relation with other models: A similar zone based
analysis method is used for timed automata [2], [3], [5],
[7]. But it cannot be simply adapted for VDTA. The output
predecessor operator over symbolic states of VDTA works
like the discrete predecessor operator for timed automata
whereas the input and time predecessors do not. In particular,
the computation of the time predecessor should not return
time instants that enable an urgent edge. Similarly, the input
predecessors can not return input data that enable urgent edges.
Besides, the analysis of VDTA has many common points with
the analysis of timed game automata (TGA) [6]. Indeed, since
input-update are freely performed by the environment, they are
analogous to “controllable actions” in TGA. Output update
transitions are analogous to “uncontrollable actions” since all
edges in VDTA (that allow output-update) are eager and fired
as soon as their constraints become true. But TGA analysis
algorithm cannot work for VDTA: edges passing in VDTA
cannot be restricted by letting the time progress forever or
by changing the inputs. This is because all edges in VDTA
are urgent. Moreover, input actions are not explicit in VDTA
whereas they are in TGA. Nevertheless, for the analysis of
VDTA we have considered the notion of safe time predecessor
inspired from [6].

III. PREDECESSORS OF SYMBOLIC STATES

There are two popular symbolic representations of a set of
clock valuations: the region-based [2] and the zone-based [4]
representations. Roughly speacking, regions and zones are
abstract representations of (infinite) set of valuations; but zones
are larger representations: a zone can be decomposed into
an equivalent finite set of regions. A region-based analysis
algorithm for VDTA inspired by [2] early appeared in [11].
The algorithm is used for selecting real-time test cases for
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systems modeled with VDTA. The region abstraction allows
elegant reasoning on timed systems however it is practically
less efficient than the zone abstraction: a single operation over
a zone needs many operations over the regions it includes.
We consider a zone-based approach for representing symbolic
states and to compute their (input/output/time) predecessors.

A. Symbolic States, Zones, and Operations

A symbolic state for A is a quadruple (`, ZI , ZO, ZX)
where ` ∈ L, ZX ⊆ RX+ is the standard clock-zone as
defined in [4], ZI ⊆ V al(I) is a subset of V al(I) such
that ZI = [[G]] for some G ∈ G(I); the same for ZO.
We say that ZI and ZO are zones over input and output
variables. A symbolic state represents a set of states. We
write (`, i, o, x) ∈ (`′, ZI , ZO, ZX) if and only if ` = `′,
i ∈ ZI , o ∈ ZO and x ∈ ZX . A symbolic state is stable iff
every state in it is stable.

The input, output and clock-zone ZI , ZO and ZX are
represented with difference bound matrices (DBM) [4]. DBM
are kinds of constraints (comparison between two clocks are
allowed). Considering Figure 2, (`0, L = 1, true, 1 ≤ t < 4)
is one symbolic state where true denotes the constraint that
is always true.

Remark: zones for input/output values are simpler than the
ones used for linear integer systems or other models with
variables (like in [1]). This is because constraints in VDTA
never compare clock with input/output variables. Abstractions
for clock valuations can be separated for abstractions of signal
values. It is not the goal of this paper to discuss the effect of
this restriction on the expressiveness of the model.

Remark: in the sequel, constraints are often considered
as zones for simplifying the notations. We implicitly assume
that every constraint in G+(I,O,X) is equivalent to a set of
constraints of G(I,O,X).

Computable operations on zones [4]: if Z is a zone (over
clocks or variables), and A is a variable assignment or a clock
reset then [A]Z = {x | x[A] ∈ Z} denotes the set of valuations
from which we can reach a valuation in Z after A is executed.
Similarly we define Z[A] = {x[A] | x ∈ Z}. The past of a
clock zone Z, Z↓ = {x | ∃ δ ∈ R+, s.t x + δ ∈ Z} is the
set of valuations (the zone) from which valuations in Z can
be reached by letting the time elapse.

Safe time predecessors: given two clock zones Z and g,
Prest (Z, g) denotes the set of safe time predecessors [6] of Z
with respect to g. Intuitively, a clock valuation x′ belongs
to Prest (Z, g) if from x′ we can reach x ∈ Z by time
elapsing and along the (time) path from x′ to x we avoid all
valuations in g. Later, the safe time predecessor is involved in
the computation of the time predecessors. Intuitively, it will
prevent the time predecessor to return zones that enable urgent
edges. Formally:

Prest (Z, g) = {x′ ∈ RX+ | ∃ δ ∈ R+ x ∈ Z s.t x = x′ + δ,

and ∀δ′ ∈ [0, δ], we have x′ + δ′ 6∈ g}

The computation of Prest (Z, g) is effective [4], [6]:
Prest (Z, g) = (Z↓ ∩ (¬(g↓))) ∪ ((Z ∩ (g↓) ∩ ¬g)↓) where Z,
g are convex sets and ¬g is the complement of g.

Partitioning of set of zones: later, we will also need to split
sets of zones into equivalent sets of disjoint zones. Indeed,
since zones are abstractions of larger sets of valuations, it
could happen that the input/time predecessors of two valua-
tions in a same zone differ according to constraints on urgent
edges. So we will need to consider these valuations separately.
The operation Split(C) allows to partition a set of sets of
valuations (or a set of zones) into a set of disjoint sets of
valuations (or a set of disjoint zones). Formally, let C be a
finite set of zones (or constraints). Split(C) is a finite set of
zones {Z1, . . . , Zn} such that: it partitions the set C meaning
that

⋃
i=1..n Z

i =
⋃
Z∈C Z and ∀i 6= j Zi ∩ Zj = ∅; and

secondly, its elements ”match” the clock constraints of C,
meaning that ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n},∀Z ∈ C, Zi ⊆ Z or Zi∩Z = ∅.
For example, Split({1 ≤ t < 4, 1 < t < 2, 3 < t < 4} may
return {t = 1, 1 < t < 2, 2 ≤ t ≤ 3, 3 < t < 4}.

B. Output-update Predecessors of Symbolic States

Definition 5: The set of output-update predecessors of a
symbolic state (`, ZI , ZO, ZX), Preo(`, ZI , ZO, ZX) is de-
fined by:

Preo(`, ZI , ZO, ZX) = {(`′, Z ′I , Z ′O, Z ′X) | ∃`′ G,A,X−−−−→` ∧
Z ′I = ZI ∩GI
Z ′0 = [A](GO[A] ∩ ZO) ∩GO
Z ′X = [X ](GX [X ] ∩ ZX) ∩GX}

Proposition 1: (`′, i′, o′, x′) ∈ Preo(`, ZI , ZO, ZX) iff
there is (`, i, o, x) ∈ (`, ZI , ZO, ZX) such that (`′, i′, o′, x′) ∈
Preo(`, i, o, x)
Proof:
=⇒ This part of the proof is not difficult.
⇐= Let (`, i, o, x) ∈ (`, ZI , ZO, ZX) then i ∈ ZI , o ∈ ZO

and x ∈ ZX . If (`′, i′, o′, x′) ∈ Preo(`, i, o, x) then
i = i′, o = o′[A] and x = x′[X ] for some A ∈ A(O).
Moreover, according to the semantics of VDTA there
exists an edge `′

G,A,X−−−−→` such that i′ ∈ GI , o′ ∈ GO
x′ ∈ GX and additionally i = i′, o = o′[A] and
x = x′[X ].

1) we get that i′ ∈ ZI ∩GI since i = i′, i′ ∈ GI and
i ∈ ZI .

2) Let us show that o′ ∈ [A](GO[A] ∩ ZO) ∩ GO.
Since o = o′[A] and o′ ∈ ProjO(G) we get
that o ∈ GO[A]. Then o ∈ GO[A] ∩ ZO since
o also belongs to ZO. Additionally, o = o′[A]
implies o′ ∈ [A]o. As o ∈ GO[A] ∩ ZO we
get that o′ ∈ [A](GO[A] ∩ ZO). Since it is
required that o′ ∈ GO we finally get that
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o′ ∈ [A](GO[A] ∩ ZO) ∩GO.

3) A similar justification is used to show that x′ ∈
[X ](GX [X ] ∩ ZX) ∩GX .

As there exists an edge `′
G,A,X−−−−→`, i′ ∈ ZI ∩ GI , o′ ∈

[A](GO[A]∩ZO)∩GO, and x′ ∈ [X ](GX [X ]∩ZX)∩GX
we get that (`′, i′, o′, x′) ∈ Preo(`, ZI , ZO, ZX). This
ends the proof of the proposition.

C. Input-update Predecessors of Symbolic States

Let us consider the VDTA in Figure 2 and the symbolic
state se = (`0, L = 0, true, 1 ≤ t < 4). Assume that one
wants to compute Prei(se). As input update transitions keep
the outputs and the clocks unchanged, a simple implementation
of Prei could only replace in se the input zone L = 0
by the input zone true (i.e, any value of L) and return
(`0, true, true, 1 ≤ t < 4). Such a simple implementation is
not correct since it is not possible to execute an input update
transition (the one that sets L to 0) from (`0, 0, 1, 1.5) ∈
(`0, true, true, 1 ≤ t < 4) in order to reach se. Indeed
(`0, 0, 1, 1.5) is not stable and the edge `0

L=0;1<t<2;S:=1−−−−−−−−−−−→`1
is urgently taken. A correct implementation returns stable
symbolic states only. On the other hand, a correct imple-
mentation may return the following input predecessors for
se: (`0, true, true, t = 1), (`0, L 6= 0, true, 1 < t <
2), (`0, true, true, 2 ≤ t ≤ 3), (`0, L 6= 0, true, 3 < t < 4).
Clearly, such an implementation has decomposed the output
and clock zones of se in order to allow/forbid some input
values. The decomposition considers the constraints on the
outgoing edge of `0.

Given a location `, an output and a clock zone ZO and ZX
we consider the following sets.
The set of constraints on the outgoing edges of
` that may become true upon an input update is
Gds(`, ZO, ZX) = {G | ∃` G,A,X−−−−→`′ : GO ∩ ZO 6= ∅
and GX ∩ ZX 6= ∅}.
The timing context of the tuple (`, ZO, ZX) is the set
Ctxδ(`, ZO, ZX) = {ZX} ∪ {GX | G ∈ Gds(`, ZO, ZX)}.
The output context of the tuple (`, ZO, ZX) is the set
CtxO(`, ZO, ZX) = {ZO} ∪ {GO | G ∈ Gds(`, ZO, ZX)}.

Following the example we get that :
Gds(se) = {(L = 1 ∧ 1 < t < 2), (L = 0 ∧ 3 < t < 4)},
Ctxδ(`0, true, 1 ≤ t < 4) = {1 ≤ t < 4, 1 < t <
2, 3 < t < 4} and CtxO(`0, true, 1 < t < 2) = {true}.
The computation of Prei(se) works as follows: We
partition the timing context Ctxδ(`0, true, 1 ≤ t < 4)
into an equivalent set of disjoint “atomic” clock constraints
{t = 1, 1 < t < 2, 2 ≤ t ≤ 3, 3 < t < 4}. Then, for
each atomic clock zone Z ′X in set of disjoint “atomic”
clock constraints, we partition CtxO(`0, true, Z

′
X) into an

equivalent set of disjoint “atomic” output constraints. In
this example, the result is always {true}. Finally for each
“atomic” clock constraints Z ′X and for each atomic output
constraint Z ′O the input predecessor compute the negation of

input part of constraints in Gds(`, Z ′O, Z
′
X).

Let us abstract the above thought into a formal definition.

Definition 6: The set of input-update predecessors of a
symbolic state (`, ZI , ZO, ZX), Prei(`, ZI , ZO, ZX) is de-
fined by:

Prei(`, ZI , ZO, ZX) = {(`′, Z ′I , Z ′O, Z ′X) |
`′ = `,

Z ′X ∈ Split(Ctxδ(`, ZO, ZX)),

Z ′O ∈ Split(CtxO(`, ZO, Z
′
X)),

Z ′I ∈
⋂

G′∈Gds(`,G′
O,Z

′
X)

¬G′I}

One can show the following.

Proposition 2: (`′, i′, o′, x′) ∈ Prei(`, ZI , ZO, ZX) iff
there is (`, i, o, x) ∈ (`, ZI , ZO, ZX) such that (`′, i′, o′, x′) ∈
Prei(`, i, o, x)

D. Time Predecessors of Symbolic States

The time predecessor Pret(`, ZI , ZO, ZX) is implemented
analogously to Prei. Similarly to input updates, the time
elapses in stable states only and then we also need to carefully
decompose constraints. As far as time elapsing transitions only
change the value of clocks, we decompose the input and the
output constraints.

We define the sets Gds(`, ZI , ZO) =
{G | ∃` G,A,X−−−−→`′ : GI ∩ ZI 6= ∅ and GO ∩ ZO 6= ∅},
CtxI(`, ZI , ZO) = {ZI} ∪ {GI | G ∈ Gds(`, ZI , ZO)} and
CtxO(`, ZI , ZO) = {ZO}∪{GO | G ∈ Gds(`, ZI , ZO)}. The
set Gds(`, ZI , ZO) returns the constraints on the outgoing
edges of ` that may become true when one looks back into
the time from (`, ZI , ZO, ZX).

Consider Figure 2 and assume that one wants to compute
Pret(s2) where s2 = (`0, L = 0, true, 3 < t < 4). Note
that although 0 ≤ t < 4 is the past of 3 < t < 4, the
symbolic state (`0, L = 0, true, 0 ≤ t < 4) is not a time
predecessor of st since it is not possible to reach s2 from
(`0, 0, 0, 1.3) ∈ (`0, L = 0, true, 0 ≤ t < 4) by letting
the time elapse. Indeed, (`0, 0, 0, 1.3) is not stable. Then,
we consider Gds(L = 0, true) = {L = 0 ∧ 3 < t <
4, L = 0 ∧ 1 < t < 2}, CtxI(L = 0, true) = {L = 0}
and CtxO(L = 0, true) = {true}. In a first time one
decomposes CtxI(L = 0, true) into a set of disjoint
“atomic” input constraints and one gets {L = 0}. Secondly
one decomposes CtxO(L = 0, true) into a set of disjoint
“atomic” output constraints and one gets {true}. The unique
input/output context obtained after the decompositions is
given by L = 0 and true. Then, from the symbolic state
(`0, L = 0, true, 3 < t < 4) we compute a clock zone
Z ′ from which we can reach 3 < t < 4 by time elapsing
and along the (time) path from Z ′ to 3 < t < 4 we must
avoid the clock part of all constraints in Gds(L = 0, true)
since otherwise one reach non stable states. This correspond
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to the computation of safe time predecessors of a clock
zone with respect to another one. For instance we compute
the safe time predecessor of 3 < t < 4 with respect to
{3 < t < 4, 1 < t < 2} and we should get 2 ≤ t ≤ 3. Finally
we should get that Pret(s2) = (`0, L = 0, true, 2 ≤ t ≤ 3).

For the computation of Pret(`, ZI , ZO, ZX), the next
step after the decomposition of input/output constraints is
to compute the safe time predecessors. We define the time
predecessor as follows:

Definition 7: The set of time predecessors of a symbolic
state (`, ZI , ZO, ZX), Prei(`, ZI , ZO, ZX) is defined by:

Pret(`, ZI , ZO, ZX) = {(`′, Z ′I , Z ′O, Z ′X) |
`′ = `,

Z ′I ∈ Split(CtxI(`, ZI , ZO)),

Z ′O ∈ Split(CtxO(`, Z ′I , ZO)),

Z ′X ∈ Prest (ZX , {GX | G ∈ Gds(`, Z ′I , Z ′O)})}

One can show the following.

Proposition 3: (`′, i′, o′, x′) ∈ Pret(`, ZI , ZO, ZX) iff
there is (`, i, o, x) ∈ (`, ZI , ZO, ZX) such that (`′, i′, o′, x′) ∈
Pret(`, i, o, x)

E. Zone-Based Reachability Analysis Algorithm

The zone based reachability analysis algorithm computes at
each step the predecessors of already encountered symbolic
states. The predecessors are computed as follows:

Pre(`, ZI , ZO, ZX) =
⋃

τ∈{i,o,t}

Preτ (`, ZI , ZO, ZX)

Note that all the operations on zones (update, pre-update,
past time, Split) can be effectively computed [4] using
DBM (or simple adaptations for input and output zones).
The iterative fixpoint process of Algorithm 1 converges after
finite many steps. This is true as the computation of Prei,
Preo, Prest and Pret involves exactly the constants in A
and variable updates only set variables to constants. Using
similar argument to [6], one can show that the reachability
analysis algorithm is EXPTIME. Although we did not carry
out experiments of the zone-based algorithm, it should be clear
that this new algorithm for VDTA is practically more efficient
than that based on regions [11].

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The paper proposed a more efficient zone-based backward
algorithm for the reachability analysis of Variable Driven
Timed Automata (VDTA). The algorithm is based on the
definition of predecessors operators of symbolic states. Sym-
bolic states contain input, output, and clock constraints that
should be respected in order to reach the target state. These
informations can be used by the environment to control the
execution of systems or select test cases.

The VDTA model received a favorable echo among some
industrial partners since it is a good compromise between
simplicity and expressiveness. Ongoing works include com-
posability issues. Moreover, one can intensify the model with
tough arithmetic operations and study decidability issues.
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